Looking for

the Perfect Wedding Idea?
Etching Wines & Spirits has the Ideal Gifts for the Bride & Groom,
the Parents, the Wedding Party, and the Guests.

Sparkling Wine
750ml
2-Color Etch
Message in
a Bottle

Sparkling
Wine 187ml
Label Art
Sparkling Wine 1.5L Wedding Invitation
Front and Back

Sparkling Wine
750ml
Label Art

1.

The Message in a Bottle Invitation: The bottle comes etched with a wedding
theme, your name and date of the wedding on the front of the bottle. The
actual invitation is inserted inside the bottle. A unique way to send invitations
out to your honored guests.

2.

Your Invitation and Wedding Theme etched on a 750ml Champagne Bottle.
2 sided. This can be used for the bridal party or sent to the guests you wish
to invite to your special day.

3.

1.5L Large Format Invitation Bottle and Wedding Theme. A wonderful way
to celebrate this wonderful day. The name and date along with a wedding
theme are etched on the front with the invitation on the back.

4.

750 ml Label Art Specialty: the affordable way to show full-color art using our
waterproof and heat-resistant labels.

5.

187ml Label Art: a single serve bottle with a wedding theme along
with your names and date. A perfect gift for all your guests.

Commonly Asked Questions
1. What are the setup charges for two-sided art?
Etched Art - $200.00(G) Label Art - $120.00(G)
2. If they want to do the 1.5L, will you do less than minimum? YES!
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3. Can you take an art idea and make it into label art?
Yes. The same setup charges would apply, and if they would like us to do the work, there may be a
small art charge to set it up correctly.
4. Can the client do a custom look?
Sure, just make sure to get us EPS vector art so we can convert it to etchable art. The same setup
charges would apply, but if the art is correct there will be no additional charges.
5. Are any of the stock art ideas pre-made so all we have to do is tell you the names?
No, all work is custom and done by order for all weddings.
6. Can you take these ideas and use the same thought for Olive Oil?
Yes, just remember that the etchable surface for Olive Oil does not have as much horizontal space.
7. On Message in a Bottle, if they supply the invitation, will you place it in the bottle?
Yes, though we would need to make sure that the invitation can be placed correctly in the bottle. Heavy
card stock could be a problem if it cannot be rolled and placed correctly in the bottle.
8. Can you do a different theme on Message in a Bottle, other than sand and shells?
Sure, if the client has a different idea, we can source other concepts. Again, it would have to be of a size
that can be placed in the bottle.

Wedding Art Suggestions

#1653

#1627 2-color

#1652 1-color

#1654

#1664

#1670 2-color

#1671

#1672 2-Color

#1673 1-color

